Abstract-It is known that neither the Alamouti nor the V-BLAST scheme achieves the Zheng-Tse diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DMT) of the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channel. With respect to the DMT curve, the Alamouti scheme achieves the point corresponding to maximum diversity gain only, whereas V-BLAST meets only the point corresponding to maximum multiplexing gain. It is also known that D-BLAST achieves the optimal DMT for n transmit and n receive antennas, but only under the assumption that the leading and trailing zeros are ignored. When these zeros are taken into account, D-BLAST achieves the point corresponding to zero multiplexing gain, but not the point corresponding to zero diversity gain. The first scheme to achieve the DMT is the coding scheme of Yao and Wornell for the case of two transmit and two receive antennas. In this paper, we introduce the notion of an asymptotic-information-lossless (AILL) design and obtain a necessary and sufficient condition under which a design is AILL. Analogous to the result that full-rank designs achieve the point corresponding to the zero multiplexing gain of the optimal DMT curve, we show AILL to be a necessary and sufficient condition for a design to achieve the point on the DMT curve corresponding to zero diversity gain. We also derive a lower bound on the tradeoff achieved by designs from field extensions and show that the tradeoff is very close to the optimal tradeoff in the case of a single receive antenna. A lower bound to the tradeoff achieved by designs from division algebras is presented which indicates that these designs achieve both extreme points (corresponding to zero diversity and zero multiplexing gain) of the optimal DMT curve. Finally, we present simulations results for n transmit and n receive antennas, for n = 2; 3; 4, which suggest that designs from division algebras are likely to have the property of being DMT achieving.
I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

I
T has been shown in [1] , [2] that with multiple transmit and receive antennas, the capacity of a Rayleigh-fading channel increases with the minimum of transmit and receive antennas. Signal design for approaching this promised capacity is called space-time coding (STC) [3] , [4] . There are two approaches of STC, namely space-time block codes (STBCs) and space-time trellis codes (STTCs). We consider only STBCs in this paper. Let and be the number of transmit and receive antennas, respectively. An STBC for transmit antennas is a finite set of matrices (called codewords), where is an integer such that the channel does not change for an integral multiple of symbol intervals. Thus, if is the codeword transmitted, where is an STBC and the number of receive antennas is , we have (1) where is the received matrix, is the channel matrix with entries independent complex Gaussian with zero mean and unit variance, and is the additive noise with entries independent complex Gaussian with zero mean and unit variance. Under the assumption that , the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at each receive antenna is . At high SNRs, the pairwise error probability that the received matrix is decoded to a codeword matrix is where are the nonzero singular values of . The gain due to the spatial diversity provided by transmit and receive antennas is, quantitatively, termed as diversity gain , and is equal to the negative of the exponent of in the above expression. The value of , intuitively, corresponds to the number of paths with independent fades that a symbol passes through. So, if and are the number of transmit and receive antennas, then the diversity gain can at most be equal to . Indeed, the value of can at the most be equal to (assuming ) and hence . Thus, in order to minimize the error probability, we should design a code such that the difference matrix of any two codewords has full rank . Any STBC with diversity gain equal to is called a full-rank STBC. Note that the diversity gain is defined under the assumption that the data rate is fixed for all SNRs. Full-rank STBCs have been constructed by several authors and some of the important and well-known constructions 0018 -9448/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE are orthogonal designs (OD) [5] - [8] , coordinate interleaved orthogonal designs (CIODs) [9] , quasi-orthogonal designs (QODs) [10] - [13] , STBCs from division algebras [14] - [18] , and quaternionic lattices [20] , [21] , diagonal algebraic STBCs [22] , space-time constellation rotation STBCs [23] , threaded algebraic STBCs [25] , [26] , and STBCs from maximal rank distance codes [27] , [28] .
Another advantage due to the multiple transmit and receive antennas is based on capacity analysis of the channel. At high SNRs, the ergodic capacity of a Rayleigh-fading channel with transmit and receive antennas is
The above expression shows that the achievable data rate increases with SNR as . Since this value is times the capacity of a single-antenna channel, a multiple-antenna channel can be viewed as parallel channels and hence is the total number of degrees of freedom (independent information symbols that can be communicated). This advantage due to the multiple antennas is called spatial multiplexing [29] . Some of the schemes that exploit spatial multiplexing are Bell LAbs Space-Time (BLAST) architectures [30] like diagonal BLAST (D-BLAST) and vertical BLAST (V-BLAST).
Though most of the research in designing good STBCs has been either in obtaining the full-diversity codes or codes with maximum spatial multiplexing, it has been shown recently in [31] , that both diversity and spatial multiplexing can be obtained simultaneously but with a fundamental tradeoff between them. We will first give some necessary definitions and then briefly discuss the optimal tradeoff curve obtained by Zheng and Tse in [31] .
Let be the code corresponding to the SNR level and the data rate in bits per channel use achieved by be . Then, the set of all codes is called a scheme.
Definition 1 ([31]):
A scheme is said to achieve a spatial multiplexing gain and diversity gain if and where is the error probability.
Following the notation of [31] , we use for exponential equality. Thus, and . Similarly, we use and for exponential inequalities.
Though a scheme means a family of codes, one for each SNR level, a simple way of describing a scheme is to give a design (defined below).
Definition 2:
A ratedesign over a subfield of the complex field , is an matrix with entries -linear combinations of variables and their conjugates. We call a full-rank design over a field if every finite subset of the set , is a full-rank STBC.
Restricting the variables to come from a finite subset, called the signal set or constellation, of the field , we get a full-rank STBC. Notice that though come from a signal set, the complex symbols that are transmitted can be from a different set.
By changing the signal sets such that their size increases with , we get a scheme. Thus, a scheme can be described by a design and a class of signal sets. For example, the Alamouti code is a rate-, design over the field of complex numbers . Similarly, the real orthogonal design is a rate-, design over the real field [6] , . Designs over other subfields of have been studied in [14] , [15] , [17] . Thus, a design and a signal set jointly constitute an STBC. By changing the signal sets such that their size increases with we get a scheme. Zheng and Tse in [31] have obtained lower and upper bounds on the optimal diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DMT) curve. The upper bound is given by the exponent of the outage probability. The lower bound for the case is again given by . Hence, for the case , the optimal DMT is , for integral values of and by linear interpolation between the integral value for the noninteger values. For the case , the lower bound does not match with the upper bound and hence there is no exact expression for the optimal tradeoff. When and , however, it has been proved that the lower bound and the upper bound coincide. Fig. 1 shows these bounds for some cases.
We say a design achieves the optimal tradeoff if there exists a class of signal sets, one for each SNR level, such that the scheme described by the design and the class of signal sets achieves the optimal tradeoff. If a scheme is described by a full-rank design over a field and a class of signal sets which are subsets of , then the maximum diversity gain achieved by such a scheme is the diversity gain of any code in the scheme. This can be seen as follows:
Since
, where , the number of codewords and the coding gain are independent of and hence we have Thus, a scheme which is a family of full-rank codes achieves the point of the optimal DMT. Schemes like V-BLAST achieve the point of the optimal tradeoff curve. It is also known that D-BLAST scheme achieves the optimal DMT for number of transmit and number of receive antennas, under the assumption that the leading and trailing zeros are ignored. However, without any such assumptions, the D-BLAST achieves the point corresponding to zero multiplexing gain, but not the point corresponding to the zero diversity gain. In [32] - [34] , a scheme for two transmit and two receive antennas was constructed which achieves the optimal tradeoff for all . Similarly, in [18] , [19] (see also [35] ), using cyclic division algebras, a code termed the golden code was constructed for two transmit and two receive antennas, which achieves the optimal tradeoff for all . A ( ) STBCs that achieves the DMT may also be found in [37] .
In [36] , a lattice-based construction of STBCs termed LAST (for lattice-based space-time) codes is presented and it is shown that there exist lattices such that the corresponding LAST codes achieve the DMT for any number of transmit or receive antennas.
Remark 1:
Since the time of submission of this paper, several other advances have taken place in the development of codes which achieve the DMT. In particular, the results in [43] indicate that nonvanishing determinant property is sufficient to achieve the optimal DMT for . In [44] , it is proved that nonvanishing determinant property is sufficient for codes over quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) signal sets to achieve the optimal tradeoff. The same paper contains an explicit construction of codes that satisfy a sufficient condition for achieving the DMT that also turns out to extend the range over which the DMT is known to coincide with the outage exponent from to . It is shown in [45] that STCs possessing the nonvanishing determinant are DMT optimal for any statistical characterization of the fading channel. Other results which deal with constructions of codes achieving the optimal DMT can be found in [46] - [50] .
In the context of these results, an important result of the present paper is that the nonvanishing determinant property may not be necessary (though it is sufficient) for achieving the optimal DMT. In other words, there may exist codes achieving optimal DMT and yet may not be having nonvanishing determinant property.
In this paper, we define asymptotic-information-lossless (AILL) STBCs and show that asymptotic-information-losslessness is a necessary condition for achieving the optimal DMT. Using the notion of asymptotic-information-losslessness, we discuss the tradeoff achievability of some well-known codes like STBCs from OD, QOD, and linear dispersion codes. We obtain lower bound on the DMT for the STBCs obtained from field extensions [14] and noncommutative division algebras [14] , [15] . The lower bound for STBCs from division algebras indicates that these codes achieve the points and of the optimal tradeoff curve. We also give simulation results for two, three, and four transmit antennas which indicate that these designs are likely to be having the property of achieving the optimal tradeoff for all . The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we define AILL STBCs and show that asymptotic-informationlosslessness is a necessary condition for achieving the optimal DMT. In the same section, we discuss the tradeoff achievability of some well-known codes like STBCs from OD and QOD. We obtain lower bound on the DMT for the STBCs obtained from field extensions [14] and noncommutative division algebras [14] , [15] in Sections III and IV, respectively. The lower bound for STBCs from division algebras indicates that these codes achieve the points and of the optimal tradeoff curve. In Section V, we present simulation results for two, three, and four transmit antennas which show that the division algebra (DA) codes are likely to be having the property of achieving the optimal tradeoff for all .
II. ASYMPTOTIC-INFORMATION-LOSSLESS (AILL) DESIGNS
In this section, we define asymptotic-information-lossless (AILL) designs and show that it is a necessary condition for achieving the optimal DMT. We also give a sufficient condition under which a design is AILL.
If where and are the column vectors obtained by serializing the columns of and , respectively, and denotes the th column of . Since the design has the entries that are complex linear combinations of the variables and their complex conjugates, we can rewrite the preceding equation as (2) where is a matrix such that . We call the matrix as generator of . Then, we define the capacity of the design , denoted by , as the capacity of the equivalent channel given by (the capacity of the channel with and as the input and output of the channel, respectively) where is the covariance matrix of the real symbol vector . In the above expression, the in the term corresponds to channel uses to transmit the vector and in the is due to the fact that capacity of a channel with input as real numbers is half of the same channel with input as complex numbers, which is also clear from Clearly given by . Then, the generator matrix of the design is Clearly, the rank of the matrix is equal to . Thus, the COD is AILL for one receive antenna and asymptotic-information-lossy (AIL) for more than one receive antennas. For one receive antenna, let . Then, is
It can be checked that is equal to . Thus, the capacity of the COD for one receive antenna is which is the same as the capacity of the channel. Thus, the COD is also ILL for one receive antenna. 
Theorem 2:
The design is AILL design for receive antennas if and only if the matrix has rank at least . Proof: It is sufficient to prove that the rank of is at least if and only if the rank of the matrix is at least . Case 1.
: With equal to an identity matrix, clearly, the rank of is equal to the rank of if the rank of is at least . Similarly, the converse is true. Case 2.
: The rank of the matrix is upper-bounded by and . Without loss of generality, we can assume that . Let have rank at least . Then, with # # where # denotes the pseudoinverse, it is easy to check that the rank of is equal to .
Since, the rank of the matrix is bounded above by , twice the number of variables in the design, and if the design is AILL, then it is necessary but not sufficient that . The following example gives a design which satisfies the necessary condition but still fails to be an AILL design.
Example 2: Let . Let be the design discussed in [14] , where and are two independent transcendental elements over the rational number field . This design is obtained using field extensions of and is a full-rank design over the field . Clearly, the number of variables in the design is and hence the design satisfies the necessary condition . The generator matrix of this design is Clearly, the rank of is and hence from Theorem 1, this design is AIL for two transmit antennas. However, it is AILL for one receive antenna. Fig. 2 shows the capacities of the channel and the above design. Also, shown is the capacity of the Alamouti scheme for two receive antennas. It can be seen that while for one receive antenna, the loss in the capacity of the above design is a constant independent of at high SNRs, the loss in the capacity for two receive antennas is increasing with . The same is true with Alamouti, except that for one receive antenna, the loss is zero. Fig. 3 . Various ILL and AILL designs for n = 2 transmit antennas, CPA designs means the designs from crossed-product algebras [16] . Fig. 4 . Various ILL and AILL designs for n 3 transmit antennas. CPA designs means the designs from crossed-product algebras [16] .
It can be checked that except the Alamouti code, all other complex ODs (CODs) are AIL for any number of receive antennas. The COD is AILL for one receive antenna and AIL for receive antennas. Similarly, the QODs and CIODs [9] for are AILL for one receive antenna and AIL for receive antennas. All other QODs and CIODs are AIL for any number of receive antennas.
In [38] , codes called linear dispersion (LD) codes were constructed to obtain maximum mutual information. The number of variables were chosen to be . It can be checked easily that for all the LD codes presented in [38] , the rank of the matrix is equal to and hence all the LD codes of [38] are AILL designs. Most of the well-known designs like DAST [22] , designs from field extensions [14] are AILL for one receive antenna. Figs. 3 and 4 show various ILL designs and AILL designs for and transmit antennas. We have identified QODs and CIODs as rank-deficient designs as they are designs over the complex field and are not full-rank in general. However, the STBCs obtained from these designs are full-rank STBCs under certain restrictions on the symbol constellations used.
Corollary 1:
Let be a rate-AILL design for any number of receive antennas. Then, .
Example 3: Let . Let be the design [14] , [15] where is a transcendental element over . This design is a full-rank design over . It is easy to check that the rank of its generator matrix is and hence is AILL for any number of receive antennas. Also, it can be verified that and can be checked that this design is, in fact, an Information lossless design. This design is the same as the design obtained in [21] with , in which case the design is not ILL but continues to be AILL.
Analogous to the sufficient condition that full-rank designs achieve the point corresponding to the zero multiplexing gain of the optimal DMT, we now give a necessary and sufficient condition for any design to achieve the point corresponding to the zero diversity gain of the optimal DMT. With as the data rate, from Fano's inequality, we have the codeword error probability given by error outage
where . Clearly, is greater than or equal to the channel outage probability given by . From (3) note that where and . This tells us that the optimal DMT curve is upper-bounded by [31] . Since, the number of variables in the design is , the capacity of the design at high SNRs is equal to , where is the rank of the matrix . Thus, as long as the data rate is less than or equal to , it is possible to have a reliable communication using the design . But, if the data rate is greater than
, no matter what the value of is, the error probability is bounded away from zero. Thus, intuitively the limiting value of the multiplexing gain , for which the diversity gain is zero, is less than or equal to . We prove this formally in the following theorem.
Theorem 3:
Let be a ratedesign which achieves optimal DMT for receive antennas. Then, is an AILL design for receive antennas. In other words, asymptotic information-losslessness is a necessary condition for a design to achieve the optimal DMT.
Proof: We have
Let the ergodic capacity of the design be and denote the probability density function of . Then, from the Markov inequality we have Thus Since achieves the optimal DMT, . This indicates that for every value of , the value of . Thus, .
We now show that AILL is also a sufficient condition for a design to achieve the point of the tradeoff curve.
Theorem 4:
The design achieves the point of the DMT curve if and only if is an AILL design for receive antennas. Proof: Let be an AILL design for receive antennas. Then, we have two cases: Case 1.
. Then, the generator matrix of has rank at least . Let the singular value decomposition be . Then, the equivalent system model for the design is If the number of variables , we allow only of the variables to take values from some constellation, while we restrict the remaining to zero. Thus, without loss of generality let
. To obtain the error probability, let us restrict ourselves to QAM signal constellations. If the data rate , then should take values from -QAM. If is minimum Euclidean distance of the -QAM constellation, then the minimum Euclidean distance of the constellation of the vectors is at least , where is the minimum among all the nonzero diagonal elements of the diagonal matrix . Also, it is easy to see that the number of nearest neighbors in the constellation is a constant independent of . Thus, we can view the system now as where . Now, entries of come from a constellation whose minimum distance is greater than or equal to and the number of nearest neighbors is a constant independent of . Using the technique of successive nulling and canceling of V-BLAST, we have the equivalent system of the channel as where is the th decorrelator SNR gain and is a chi-squared distributed random variable with degrees of freedom where . From [31] , the pairwise error probability for th decorrelator is
Since the minimum squared Euclidean distance of the -QAM is equal to , we have Since, the number of nearest numbers is a constant independent of , the actual error probability for th decorrelator is Since , where is the error probability with successive nulling and canceling detection, we have the actual error probability with maximum-likelihood (ML) detection given by Since is an AILL design, we have . Hence, is equal to zero when , i.e., the point corresponding to zero diversity is . Case 2.
. In this case, we can assume that the design has variables. Now, the matrix is a matrix with entries as linear combinations of the entries of . Hence, the entries of the matrix are Gaussian distributed and the rank of is . Following the method given in Case 1., we have the probability of error upper-bounded by and hence the point of the optimal tradeoff curve is achieved.
Since in any orthogonal design , the number of the variables is strictly less than is AIL and hence from the above theorem, all the orthogonal designs except Alamouti scheme do not achieve the optimal tradeoff for any number of receive antennas. Alamouti scheme has been shown to achieve the optimal tradeoff for one receive antenna. Similarly, QODs for do not achieve the optimal tradeoff for any number of receive antennas. For , the QODs achieve the point of the tradeoff curve for one receive antenna.
Corollary 2:
If is a full-rank design for transmit antennas, such that the STBCs constructed using the design are completely over a signal set , i.e., entries of the codeword matrices in the STBC are from the signal set over which the STBC is constructed, then the design does not achieve the point corresponding to the zero diversity gain of the tradeoff curve for more than one receive antenna.
Remark 2:
Let be an ILL design and be an AILL design but not ILL. Suppose, both and achieve the optimal DMT. Then, clearly, it is preferable to use the design to the design because the former is ILL while the later is not ILL. So, it is important to construct designs which not only achieve optimal DMT, but also are ILL.
III. DIVERSITY-MULTIPLEXING TRADEOFF OF DESIGNS FROM FIELD EXTENSIONS
Let be a ratedesign obtained from the field extension of using a minimal polynomial of the form , where and is the signal set of interest. Then, the design is of the form
where are polynomials of arbitrary degree. If every polynomial is of degree , then the rate of this design is . It can be checked that the generator matrix of this design has rank . Thus, is an AILL design only for one receive antenna. From Theorem 4, the DMT of this design for one receive antenna is lower-bounded by for and since the design is a full-rank design, we also have . Also note that the tradeoff achieved by this design is independent of the degree of the polynomials . So, we can assume that all are degree zero polynomials over .
Example 4:
Let be a QAM signal set and . Then, the polynomial is irreducible in [14] . The design constructed using this irreducible polynomial is
The lower bound on the tradeoff achieved by this design is .
Notice that the lower bound we have from Theorem 4 when used for the designs from field extensions is independent of the number of transmit and receive antennas.
We now obtain a tighter bound for the tradeoff achieved by . Let be the code obtained by restricting the variables to a finite subset of the two-dimensional lattice generated by and . The size of the signal set is chosen to be such that the data rate of the code is bits per channel use. If and , then the determinant of is given by the norm of the element , where and are the values taken by the variables in the codewords and , respectively [14] , [17] . Since, the norm of any element in belongs to the lattice , the minimum value of the determinants is lower-bounded by the minimum distance of the lattice [14] , [17] . Thus, the coding gain of the resulting STBC, with the assumption that the signal set is scaled to have unit average energy, is . Then, the pairwise error probability is given by Then, using the union bound, we have an upper bound on the probability of error given by Thus, for the case , we have a lower bound on given by . Since there are codewords and since the range of the determinant is , we assume that there are codewords such that the is the minimum. Although this need not be true in general, we have observed through numerical simulations that this is true for two, three, and four transmit antennas. Thus, the union bound can be tightened as Thus, we have a lower bound on the tradeoff achieved by the design given by
Figs. 5 and 6 show the conjectured tradeoff curve for and , respectively, under the assumption of the above tightened union bound.
IV. DIVERSITY-MULTIPLEXING TRADEOFF OF DESIGNS FROM DIVISION ALGEBRAS
In this section, we briefly describe the codes obtained in [14] , [15] and then give a lower bound on the tradeoff. We consider codes from cyclic division algebras only and the discussion in this section can be trivially extended to the codes from noncyclic division algebras. For more on division algebras, the reader can refer to [39] - [42] .
Let be the signal set (a finite subset of ) over which we want to construct full-rank STBCs. Let be an integer such that is irreducible over , where . The extension field obtained from this irreducible polynomial is . Then, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5 ([14] , [15] ): Let be the Galois group of the extension . Clearly, is cyclic and let be a generator of this group. Let be a transcendental element over . Then, the set of matrices of the form given by (5) shown at the top of the following page, where and for is a cyclic division algebra.
From the above theorem, restricting the variables to the signal set , we have a full-rank STBC over , for transmit antennas. Since the number of variables in the matrix of (5) is , if the size of the signal set as a function of is equal to , the bit rate of the code in bits per channel use will be . 
where . The data rate is equal to . is the algebraic norm of the element from to . If for all and , then the determinant belongs to the set . Thus, the coding gain of the STBC obtained from the design is lower-bounded by the minimum distance of the set . Since is a transcendental element, it is very difficult to obtain the minimum distance of the set . To avoid this difficulty, with , we let the entries and come from a signal set whose minimum distance is at least four times greater than the maximum distance of the signal set from which the entries and take values. To obtain a data rate of , we use a constellation of size carved from for the entries and , and for the entries and we use a constellation of size carved from . With this selection of constellations, the minimum value of the determinant is lower-bounded by . Scaling the constellations such that the variance of each entry in the design is , we have the coding gain of the design lower bounded by . Thus, the pairwise error probability is given by Since, the range of the determinant is while the total number of possible determinants is , we assume that each determinant occurs times. Thus, using the union bound, we have the exact probability of error upper-bounded as and thus, the tradeoff achieved by is lower-bounded by . Fig. 7 shows the lower bound on the tradeoff achieved by the designs from division algebras for two and three transmit antennas. In the next section, we show by simulations that the designs from division algebras are likely to be having the property of achieving the optimal DMT for and . An important example of a design that achieves the optimal DMT is that given in [21] , which can be shown to have this property by using the procedure of [32] for .
V. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we present simulation results for two, three, and four transmit antennas to show that DA codes might belong to the class of codes which achieve the optimal DMT.
We have used the design obtained in Example 5 for two transmit and two receive antennas. Fig. 8 shows the error probability curves for various data rates. It can be seen that at high SNRs, the gap between two adjacent curves, with data rates differing by 4 bits per channel use, is 6 dB. This indicates that at , the data rate grows with as . Thus, the point of the tradeoff curve is achieved (that this point is achieved is also proved by the AILL property of this code). We have also plotted the outage probabilities (dashed curves). It can be seen that curves for match with outage probability at high SNRs which indicate that the DA code for two transmit and two receive antennas is likely to be having the property of achieving the optimal tradeoff.
For three transmit antennas, we have used the design given by [14, eq (16) ] with a QAM signal constellation, a generator of the Galois group, and any transcendental element over . Then, we have for . Fig. 9 shows the error probability curves for various data rates. At high SNRs, the gap between two adjacent curves with data rates differing by 6 bits per channel use, is 6 dB. Thus, at , the data rate grows with as . Also, outage probabilities we have plotted coincide with error probability curves at high SNRs indicating that our code achieves optimal DMT.
The design we have used for four transmit antennas is where and for . Also, Figs. 8-10 show the outage probability curves for the corresponding number of transmit and receive Fig. 7 . DMT achieved by design from division algebras for (a) two transmit and two receive antennas, (b) three transmit and three receive antennas. Fig. 8 . Error probability curves (solid) and outage probability curves (dashed) for two transmit and two receive antennas.
antennas. It can be seen that at high SNRs both the outage probability curves and error probability curves match for each number of transmit antennas, which indicates that our scheme is likely to be having the property of achieving the optimal tradeoff. VI. DISCUSSION In this paper, we have defined asymptotic information lossless designs for receive antennas. We also obtained a necessary and sufficient condition under which a design is AILL. Fig. 9 . Error probability curves (solid) and outage probability curves (dashed) for three transmit and three receive antennas. Fig. 10 . Error probability curves (solid) and outage probability curves (dashed) for four transmit and four receive antennas.
We have shown that it is necessary for a design to be AILL to achieve the optimal DMT and have shown that "AILL" is also a sufficient condition for which a design achieves the point of the optimal tradeoff curve. It is shown that the well-known codes like DAST, designs from field extensions, and ST-CR are AILL for one receive antennas.
We have obtained a lower bound on the tradeoff achieved by the designs from field extensions and have shown that the lower bound is close to the optimal tradeoff for the case of one receive antenna. We have also obtained a lower bound on the tradeoff achieved by the designs from division algebras. The lower bound indicates that we achieve both the extreme points corresponding to zero diversity and zero multiplexing gain of the optimal tradeoff curve. We have given simulations for two, three, and four transmit antennas, which show that the designs from division algebras have the potential to belong to the class of codes which achieve the optimal tradeoff curve.
An important direction for further research is the following.:
• All the designs corresponding to the well-known STTCs are rate-designs. And from the results of this paper, clearly, these designs can achieve optimal tradeoff only for one receive antenna. Since, STTCs have the property that the coding gain is lower-bounded by the minimum squared Euclidean distance of the signal set used, it would be interesting to find STTCs with higher symbol rates. For instance, if we can find an STTC with rate-symbols per channel use, then the STTC can achieve the optimal tradeoff for two receive antennas.
